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Data transmission (also data communication or digital communications) is the transfer of data (a digital
bitstream or a digitized analog signal) over a point-to-point or point-to-multipoint communication
channel.Examples of such channels are copper wires, optical fibers, wireless communication channels,
storage media and computer buses.The data are represented as an electromagnetic signal ...
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Oxford OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 2001
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Digital baseband transmission, also known as line coding, aims at transferring a digital bit stream over
baseband channel, typically an unfiltered wire, contrary to passband transmission, also known as
carrier-modulated transmission. Passband transmission makes communication possible over a bandpass
filtered channel, such as the telephone network local-loop or a band-limited wireless channel.
Baseband - Wikipedia
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Using MATLAB, perform a Monte Carlo simulation of the four-level (quaternary) PAM communication system
that employs a signal correlator. â€¢ N = 10,000 transmitted symbols at different values of the average bit
SNR
Symbol Error Rate (SER) for 4-PAM - dspLog
In typical digital signal processing applications, there arises need to increase the sampling frequency of a
signal sequence, where the higher sampling frequency is an integer multiple of the original sampling
frequency i.e for a signal sequence with a sampling frequency , change the sampling frequency to , where is
an integer.. Typically, upsampling by a factor of is done by inserting zeros ...
Polyphase filters for interpolation - dspLog
Figure 1: MSK as a special case of both non-linear and linear modulation schemes. At this point, you would
be thinking about the following question: How can a modulation be both non-linear and linear? As we see
later in this tutorial, originally MSK is a non-linear modulation but a certain depiction of its actual digital
symbols known as pseudo-symbols turns it into an OQPSK representation.
Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) - A Tutorial - Qasim Chaudhari
For senior/graduate-level courses in Discrete-Time Signal Processing. Discrete-Time Signal Processing,
Third Edition is the definitive, authoritative text on DSP â€“ ideal for those with introductory-level knowledge
of signals and systems.Written by prominent DSP pioneers, it provides thorough treatment of the
fundamental theorems and properties of discrete-time linear systems, filtering ...
Discrete-Time Signal Processing (3rd Edition) (Prentice
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International Journal of Engineering Research and Applications (IJERA) is an open access online peer
reviewed international journal that publishes research ..
Peer Reviewed Journal - IJERA.com
International Journal of Engineering Research and Applications (IJERA) is an open access online peer
reviewed international journal that publishes research ..
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[4] J.G. Proakis, â€œDigital Communicationsâ€•, 4th edition, McGraw-Hill, September 2004. (The last
example is a reference to an entire book, not to an article within a book.) Appendices
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